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IMAGE REMOVED

It was by associating with idolaters and joining in their festivities
that the Hebrews were led to transgress God's law and bring His
judgments upon the nation. So now it is by leading the followers of
Christ to associate with the ungodly and unite in their amusements
that Satan is most successful in alluring them into sin. "Come out
from among them, and be ye separate, saith the Lord, and touch
not the unclean." God requires of His people now as great a
distinction from the world, in customs, habits, and principles, as He
required of Israel anciently.
{The Adventist Home, page 460.1}
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Dear Reader,
I have two pressing
topics to address, so
please bear with me.
The first is that it is October once again. What
is so important about
October?
"We have nothing to
fear for the future, except as we shall forget
the way the Lord has
led us, and his teaching
in our past history." {The Review and
Herald, October 12,
1905 par. 22}
If we do not firmly establish all that surrounds the events of
October 22, 1844, we
shall be lost. And there
is more to the simple
fact that William Miller
made a mistake and
Jesus did not come. In
fact, if that is what we
remember, we are already facing a grim future. We need to study,
no matter how difficult
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it is for some, the
whole theology of the
heavenly sanctuary for
"Thy way, O God, [is] in
the sanctuary" (Psalms
77:13). That is where
the plan of salvation is!
Study the meaning of
every aspect of the
sanctuary inside and
out. Study how Jesus
fulfilled every symbol in
the sanctuary. Study
how the sanctuary applies to what Jesus is
doing for us. Study it
from our perspective of
what the sanctuary
process means, which
is more than spiritually
bringing a lamb and
being forgiven of our
sins. Study the process
of how the sanctuary is
cleansed. Study the
prophecy of Daniel 8:14
that reveals much more
than a date of 1844.
Study the surrounding
feast days in relationship to the sanctuary.
Study, study, study. In
fact, "Study to shew
thyself approved unto
God, a workman that
needeth not to be
ashamed, rightly dividing the word of
truth" (2 Timothy 2:15).
The sanctuary message
is part of the Three Angels' Messages – "for
the hour of his judgment is
come" (Revelation
14:7). The fact that it is
hardly referenced in
sermons in most
churches on a regular
basis is alarming. This is

what makes us unique,
and more importantly,
it is the most important
part of the message.
The reason I say that is
because knowing all of
the prophetic meanings
of the messages (the
beast, image, mark,
wrath of God, etc.) is
going to save no one if
they are not right with
God. It is the sanctuary
message that makes us
right with God. So, will
you spend some
thoughtful time contemplating the messages surrounding the
sanctuary?
Now the second part of
my message is in regards to learning from
my recent experience.
In July, I had climbed a
wooden ladder to the
height of our roof. The
top rung had given way
and I fell backwards
more than eight feet.
As they say, one's life
passes before their
eyes when they are
facing death. In complete surprise that I
was not dead, I had
noticed great dizziness,
difficulty breathing, and
pain shooting all over,
along with tingling and
lack of feeling in other
parts of the body. After
the initial shock several
days later, I ended up
at the hospital to find
that I had broken my
back. I was instructed
to rest, no exercise,
(Continued on page 35)
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Pharmakeia
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Revelation chapter 18
gives a description of
the fall of Babylon and
in verse 23 it gives us
the reason why all nations were deceived.
This may be shocking
for many people. Let’s
read what the Bible
says. Referring to the
fall of Babylon, Revelation 18:23 says “And
the light of a candle
shall shine no more at
all in thee; and the
voice of the bridegroom
and of the bride shall
be heard no more at all
in thee: for thy merchants were the great
men of the earth; for by
thy sorceries were all
nations deceived.”
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By the “sorceries” of
Babylon all nations
were deceived. The
Greek word for “sorceries” in verse 23 is
“pharmakeia” [far-maki’-ah]. According to the
Thayer Greek Dictionary
“phar-makeia” is “the
use or administering of
drugs; poisoning; and
sorcery, magical arts,
often found in connection with idolatry and
fostered by it.” If you
put the original Greek
word “pharma-keia” in
place of the English
word “sorcer-ies”, the
end of verse 23 would
say, “For by thy pharmakeia were ALL nations deceived”!
“Pharmakeia” is where
we get our English word
“phar-macy”! Pharmacy
is a well organized and
professionalized system
that administers poisonous drugs. The Bible
reveals that Babylon
will deceive all nations
by the use of pharmacy
that is in connection to
“magical arts” and idolatry. “Magical arts” has
its deep roots in witchcraft and the occultic
world. We don’t have to
do a deep Bible study
to know that Satan is
directly behind the
magical arts and God’s
people should have
nothing to do with it.
Professed deceived
Christians today use
“magical arts” under

the disguise of contemplative prayer, “Christian” humanism, and
spiritual formation. In
general those involved
in sorcery, witchcraft,
and magic are known to
use “magic” potions to
“heal”, deceive, poison,
control, or kill someone.
Pharmacy mainly uses a
mixture of toxic chemicals, metals, and/or
synthetic elements to
produce “pharmaceuticals” that are designed to manipulate
the biochemistry or
metabolic functions of
the body in an attempt
to get a “desired” affect
in the treatment of a
disease or sickness. In
other words, pharmacy
mixes up different types
of poison, packages it,
patents it, and claims
that it can treat certain
types of diseases. The
main problem with that
system is that poison is
poison. Pharmaceutical
drugs are poisonous.
When poison is put into
the body it has negative
effects on the entire
body system from head
to toe. These are not
just “side effects” or
“unintended” sicknesses or diseases that a
person suffers as a result of using a drug.
These are “direct
effects” because the
reality is that drugs
have direct effects on
the entire body system
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including the brain.
When you go back to
Revelation 18:23, Jesus
uses the Greek word
“pharmakeia” to reveal
to us the main thing
that will be used to deceive ALL people in the
last days is a well organized system of administering poisonous
drugs to billions of people that are not only
toxic to the organs of
the body, but have direct negative effects on
the brain. Many of
these drugs used for a
variety of reasons are
known to cause problems with memory,
mood, and contribute
to negative personality
changes.
Who is the main one
behind the system of
pharmacy and the administering of poisonous drugs that Babylon
uses to deceive all nations? A logo or symbol

reveals the values and
the purpose of a business, organization, or
professional occupation. They use a logo or
symbol as an identifying “mark” to the
world. In other words,
that logo makes a direct link to a business
or occupation. When a
person thinks of the
“swoosh” they immediately think of the Nike
corporation. The symbols and logos of modern medicine clearly
reveal who is behind
the scenes orchestrating the whole system of the administering of poisonous drugs
that manipulate the
bodies and minds of
billions of people
around the world. Let’s
just look at three recognizable symbols and
unmask the truth!
The symbol in Figure A
is the international

Figure A: Bowl of
Hygieia

symbol for pharmacy
known as the “Bowl of
Hygieia.” Who is Hygieia? Hygieia comes from
Greek mythology. Mythology is the study of
myths, or lies and pagan false gods. In other
words, though it is not
true, millions worship it
as if it is true. Who is
the father of lies? Satan. According to Greek
pagan worship, Hygieia
is the goddess of health
and hygiene, the
daughter of Aesculapius. He is the god of
medicine, healing, and
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physicians.
Ettie Rosenberg, a doctor in pharmacology,
and attorney, describes
the meaning of the
Bowl of Hygieia. She
says, “The ‘Bowl of Hygieia’ symbol is the
most widely recognized
international symbol of
pharmacy. In Greek
mythology, Hygieia was
the daughter and assistant of Aesculapius, the
God of Medicine and
Healing. Hygieia’s classical symbol was a bowl
containing a medicinal
potion with the serpent
of Wisdom (or guardianship) partaking it.
This is the same serpent of Wisdom, which
appears on the caduceus, the staff of Aesculapius, which is the symbol of medicine.” - Ettie
Rosenberg, Pharm.D.,
Esq.
Figure B is a picture of
the statue of Hygieia.
Notice the serpent
drinking the magic potion from the “bowl of
wisdom”. In Genesis
3:1-14, Satan, known as
the serpent, used a ser-

Figure B: “Hygieia”
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pent to deceive Eve.
Verse 1 reveals that this
serpent was “more subtil” meaning that it was
thin or very light, not
dense or gross, but
smooth and refined in
order to accomplish its
deceptive purpose.
In verse 6, Eve believed
the serpent’s subtil lies.
Thinking that she could
become wise, Eve disobeyed God by eating
from the tree that God
said not to eat from. In
verse 13 after eating the
fruit from the forbidden
tree, Eve acknowledged
that the serpent deceived her. When a person is deceived, are they
aware of it? According to
Webster’s dictionary to
deceive means “to cause
to believe what is false.”
So when people are deceived, they really believe the lie. Notice Satan used the serpent to
deceive Eve so she
would believe the lie.
This serpent drinking
from the “bowl of wisdom” is from Satan. It
represents the deceptive character of Satan
that is still deceiving
people today. Should
God’s people have anything to do with deception?
Figure C is known as the
staff of Aesculapius. His
rod represents the
healing aspects of the
art of medicine. Many
Christians think that
this symbol is the same
as the serpent of brass

Figure C: Staff of
Aesculapius

that Moses put on a
pole, but it is not. The
serpent on the rod of
Aesculapius is a counterfeit to Moses’
bronze serpent on the
pole. This counterfeit
symbol gives a false
message that the serpent is wise and harmless. Remember, the
serpent on the rod of
Aesculapius is the same
serpent that is drinking
from the Bowl of Hygieia. The message that the
serpent of this Satanic
symbol is also giving is
that it is okay to take the
poisonous “magic potion” from the bowl.
These symbols that are
used to represent the
professions of pharmacy and medicine are
giving a deceptive message from Satan, that
taking poisonous drugs
is wise, and has the
power to heal and not
kill. This is a lie! Those
who submit to this poisonous counterfeit system will be swept
away.
Figure D is a statue of Aes-
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Figure D: Statue of
Aesculapius

culapius with his rod
wrapped with the “Snake
of Wisdom”. This
“Snake of Wisdom” is
seen throughout the
symbolism of the modern medical profession.
It is in the symbol of the
American Medical Association, an association
that set the standards
for physicians and the
medical profession in
America. It is found in
the middle of the logo
of the World Health
Organization. It is also
found on the logos of
medical schools, doctor
offices, and many other
medical organizations.
The next symbol in Figure E really sums up

Figure E: Caduceus

who is actually behind
the poisonous drugging
system of Babylon. Figure E is another symbol
recognized throughout
the medical field, it is
known as the “caduceius.” A caduceus has
two serpents mating
around a rod, topped
by a pair of wings. The
caduceus, also known
as a magic wand, belongs to the Greek god
Hermes or the Roman
god Mercury. These
gods are supposed to
be the messengers of
gods, inventors of magic, communicators to
the “dead” and one
who protects business
and thieves
(drblayney.com/ Asclepius.html). Many in
witchcraft and sorcery
still use the caduceus
for magic and to cast
spells. Also the caduceus in sorcery is known
to “restrain and control” its victims.
In Greek mythology and
the occultic world the
caduceus had nothing
to do with medicine,
healing or health. So
why has modern medicine adopted the caduceus as their symbol of
medicine? Remember
its original function and
meaning. Who holds
the caduceus? The false
god of Mercury holds it.
What is his claim? Inventor of magic, conductor of the dead, protector of merchants,
thieves, and to restrain
and control is his claim!
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Could it be that modern
medicine has adopted
the caduceus as their
symbol of medicine and
physicians to PROTECT
the merchants of the
earth that make billions
of dollars poisoning
people and to protect
the corporate thieves
and to control and restrain masses of people? This may shock
you. Even though the
caduceus had nothing
to do with healing or
medicine, an officer in
the U.S. ARMY Medical
Corps in 1902 insisted
on adopting the caduceus as their symbol.
Since then others in the
medical profession began to adopt the caduceus as a symbol of
medicine or physicians.
Let’s lift the veil of what
the caduceus really
means. In the occultic
world, Satan depicts
himself as a goat known
as Baphomet with two
wings and a caduceus
between his crossed
legs! Yes, Baphomet
has a caduceus between his legs. Look at
the pictures in Figure F
and compare. Here is
the direct link between
the poisonous practices
of modern medicine
through pharmakeia
and Satan. Satan is behind this drugging system. A caduceus is actually an abbreviated
version of Baphomet,
Satan himself.
Do you think Jesus is a
part of this system? NO.
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Should true Christians
be a part of this drugging system? No. This
systematic poisoning is
of Babylon and God’s
people need to get out.
We need to learn nature's way of healing
that God approves of
through lifestyle and
plant-based eating and
herbs.
Did you know that the
“father” of pharmacology was an occultist? He
was a worshiper of Satan! Born as Philippus
Aureolus Theophrastus
Bombastus von Hohenheim in 1493, he called
himself Paracelsus. He
was well known as a
Swiss German physician, botanist, alchemist, astrologer, and
general occultist. He
founded the field of
toxicology better
known as pharmacy.
For hundreds of years
physicians used natural
herbs and food for
healing. Paracelsus
defied this notion.
From his studies on
chemistry and metallurgy with the mix of occultic worship and astrology, he theorized

that metals such as
mercury, lead, tin, copper, and gold could
“purify” the body. He
believed that the stars
and planets were the
main cause of human
illness and disease. He
believed that ALL diseases should be treated
with metals which are
poisonous to the body.
This was a very radical
practice during his
time. He treated many
diseases with mercury
better known as quicksilver. Many physicians
who bought into Paracelsus' method and
used quicksilver
(mercury), also known
as Quack Salber, were
known as “quacks”.
This was a very rebellious way of treating
the body at the time
(Jethro Kloss, Back to
Eden, 2nd ed., pp. 52,
53). Many died as a
result of Paracelsus'
way of treatment. At 50
or 51 years of age, the
story is told that Paracelsus was thrown out
the window by other
physicians at the time
who believed him to be
very dangerous in 1541.

Figure F: Baphomet
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It is amazing today that
Paracelsus is known as
the father of modern
pharmacy! Where did
he get his inspiration?
Baphomet, Satan!
This system of Paracelsus is the foundation on
which modern medicine is built. It has killed
and poisoned millions
of people. Pharmaceutical drugs never cure
disease – they only try
to manage it by inhibiting or manipulating a
function in the body
that is supposed to
happen naturally. In a
June, 2010 report in the
Journal of General Internal Medicine, authors said that in looking over records that
spanned from 1976 to
2006, they found that
out of 62 million death
certificates, 25 million
deaths were coded as
having occurred in a
hospital setting due to
medication errors. The
total number of deaths
due to the American
modern medical system
of drugging, unnecessary surgeries, infections, medical errors,
etc., is nearly 800,000
people per year! This is
more than people who
die from heart disease
with over 600,000
deaths per year and
cancer with over
500,000 deaths per
year. – articles.mercola.com/sites/
articles/ archive/2003/11/26/
death-by-medicine-part
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-one.aspx
This system of administering poisonous drugs
worldwide is a trillion
dollar industry and the
medical merchants of
the earth profit greatly
from it. They love the
money it produces and
ignore the many lives it
destroys. Millions worship the system as an
idol.
Poisonous drugs are
NOT a cure for disease.
Many who prescribe
and administer pharmaceutical drugs will admit it. If drugs cured
disease, why are many
who are being treated
for diseases prescribed
to take drugs until the
day they die. This does
not sound like a cure,
but a money-making
hoax.
“People need to be
taught that drugs do
not cure disease. It is
true that they sometimes afford present
relief, and the patient
appears to recover as
the result of their use;
this is because nature
has sufficient vital force
to expel the poison and
to correct the conditions that caused the
disease. Health is recovered in spite of the
drug. But in most cases
the drug only changes
the form and location
of the disease. Often
the effect of the poison
seems to be overcome
for a time, but the results remain in the sys-

tem, and work great
harm at some later period. By the use of poisonous drugs, many
bring upon themselves
lifelong illness, and
many lives are lost that
might be saved by the
use of natural methods
of healing.” - Ellen
White, Counsels on
Health, p. 89
What message does the
Bible give for those in
pharmakeia – the poison of Babylon? Galatians 5:20-21says,
“Idolatry, witchcraft
[pharmakeia], hatred,
variance, emulations,
wrath, strife, seditions,
heresies, Envyings,
murders, drunkenness,
revellings, and such
like: of the which I tell
you before, as I have
also told you in time
past, that they which
do such things shall not
inherit the kingdom of
God.” The Greek word
for “witchcraft” in verse
20 is pharmakeia.
Those who are in this
poisoning drugging
business need to repent and turn away
from it. If they do not
repent they will not
inherit the kingdom of
God. This is confirmed
in the book of Revelation. Revelation 21:8
says, “But the fearful,
and unbelieving, and
the abominable, and
murderers, and whoremongers, and sorcerers
[pharmakeus =druggist/
poisoner], and idolaters, and all liars, shall
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have their part in the
lake which burneth
with fire and brimstone: which is the second death.” The Greek
word for sorcerers in
verse 8 is
“pharmakeus” defined
as a druggist or poisoner. This is repeated in
the last chapter of the
Bible. Revelation 22:14,
15 says, “Blessed are
they that do his commandments, that they
may have right to the
tree of life, and may
enter in through the
gates into the city. For
without are dogs, and
sorcerers [pharmakeus
= druggist], and whoremongers, and murderers, and idolaters, and
whosoever loveth and
maketh a lie.”
Pharmakeia is a part of
Babylon. This is what
the Bible predicts that
Babylon would use to
deceive all nations. You
don’t have to be deceived. There is no way
to be a part of God’s
true people at the end
of time and be connected with this system of
administering poisonous drugs that manipulate and confuse the
mind. This comes from
Satan himself. You have
seen the evidence. Babylon is fallen, get out
before it is too late. It is
a broken and poisonous
system, “GET OUT” is
God’s earnest plea.
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Entertainment Syndrome

David House, Pastor/
Evangelist for Saving
Health Ministries
Mailing Address:
PO Box 41161 Norfolk VA
23541
Phone: 757-955-6871
Youtube:
SavingHealthMinistries
Website:
www.savinghealthministr
ies.com
E-mail Address:
mrdhouse@gmail.com

We are living in a time
when people are going
to church to be entertained and many do
not realize that they
are being led to offer
the same sacrifice that
Cain offered which God
rejected. We are living
in solemn times. The
Day of Atonement is
soon to close and
many fail to see the
sins that God is now
sending his messengers to make known to
His children. (Isaiah
58:1) Contemporary
music with drums, Celebration style worship,
Page 10

skits, plays, pantomiming, theatrics,
"Christian" movies,
puppetry, sports, and
competition are all
worldly activities that
the TRUE Christian cannot safely engage in
because heaven condemns them. If we are
in love with worldly
things here on earth,
will we truly enjoy the
society of heaven? Especially since none of
these activities will be
taking place in heaven?
Notice the following
quotation from the
pen of inspiration:
1. "The things you have
described as taking
place in Indiana, the
Lord has shown me
would take place just
before the close of
probation. Every uncouth thing will be

demonstrated. There
will be shouting, with
drums, music, and
dancing. The senses of
rational beings will become so confused that
they cannot be trusted
to make right decisions. And this is called
the moving of the Holy
Spirit. The Holy Spirit
never reveals itself in
such methods, in such
a bedlam of noise. This
is an invention of Satan
to cover up his ingenious methods for making of none effect the
pure, sincere, elevating, ennobling,
sanctifying truth for
this time. Better never
have the worship of
God blended with music than to use musical
instruments to do the
work which last January was represented to

The things you have described
as taking place in Indiana, the
Lord has shown me would take
place just before the close of probation. Every uncouth thing will
be demonstrated. There will be
shouting, with drums, music, and
dancing. The senses of rational
beings will become so confused
that they cannot be trusted to
make right decisions. And this is
called the moving of the Holy
Spirit.
Selected Messages Book 2, p. 36
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me would be brought
by calmness and digtruth were to be disinto our camp
nity." {2SM 42.4}
couraged and forbidmeetings. The truth for
den. Men who thought
2. "I am instructed
this time needs noththey had a wonderful
that we shall meet
ing of this kind in its
work to do sought to
with all kinds of expework of converting
adopt a strange deriences and that men
souls. A bedlam of
portment and maninoise shocks
fested oddithe senses
ties in bodily
These performances, which saand perverts
exercise. The
vored of the theatrical, were to
that which if
light given me
have no place in the proclamaconducted
was, "Give
tion of the solemn messages
aright might
this no sancentrusted to us.
be a blesstion." These
Manuscript
Releases
Volume
ing. The
performancNineteen, page 125
powers of
es, which sasatanic
vored of the
agencies
theatrical,
blend with the din and
were to have no place
will try to bring
noise, to have a carniin the proclamation of
strange performances
val, and this is termed
the solemn messages
into the work of God.
the Holy Spirit's workentrusted to us. The
We have met such
ing. . . ." {VSS 417.3}
enemy will watch
things in many places.
"Let us give no place
closely and will take
In my very first labors
to strange exercisings,
every advantage of
the message was givwhich really take the
circumstances to deen that all theatrical
mind away from the
grade the truth by the
performances in condeep movings of the
introduction of undignection with the
Holy Spirit. God's work
nified demonstrations.
preaching of present
is ever characterized
None of these demon-
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strations are to be encouraged. The precious
truths given us are to
be spoken in all solemnity and with sacred
awe.--Manuscript 19,
1910." {Ev 138.1}

place in the thoughts.
He does not wish people to have a
knowledge of their
Maker, and he is well
pleased if he can set in
operation games and
theatrical performances that will so confuse
the senses of the youth
that God and heaven

whose lives are thus
extinguished? Will they
be counted worthy of
the redemption which
Christ died to secure
for them?" {RH, September 10, 1901 par.
5}

3. "The public feeling is
that manual labor is
5. "There are amusedegrading, yet men
ments, such as dancmay exert themselves
ing, card playing,
as much as
chess,
they choose at
checkers,
Satan
has
devised
a
multitude
cricket, baseetc., which
of ways in which to keep men
ball, or in puwe cannot
from
serving
God.
He
has
ingilistic conapprove
vented sports and games, into
tests, without
because
which men enter with such inbeing regardHeaven contensity that one would suppose
ed as degraddemns
a crown of life was to reward
ed. Satan is
them. These
the winner.
delighted
amuseThe Review and Herald,
when he sees
ments open
September 10, 1901 par. 5
human beings
the door for
using their
great evil.
physical and
They are not
mental powbeneficial in
will be forgotten." {CT
ers in that which does
their tendency, but
274.3}
not educate, which is
have an exciting influnot useful, which does
4. "Satan has devised a
ence, producing in
not help them to be a
multitude of ways in
some minds a passion
blessing to those who
which to keep men
for those plays which
need their help. While
from serving God. He
lead to gambling and
the youth are becomhas invented sports
dissipation. All such
ing expert in games
and games, into which
plays should be conthat are of no real valmen enter with such
demned by Christians,
ue to themselves or to
intensity that one
and something perfectothers, Satan is playwould suppose a crown
ly harmless should be
ing the game of life for
of life was to reward
substituted in their
their souls, taking
the winner. At the
place." {AH 498.2}
from them the talents
horse races and footReader, will you take
that God has given
ball matches, which
up your cross and folthem, and placing in
are attended by thoulow Jesus? Will you
their stead his own
sands and thousands
give up the world? If
evil attributes. It is his
of people, lives for
Jesus gave up all for
effort to lead men to
which Christ shed His
you, shouldn't you be
ignore God. He seeks
blood are thrown
willing to give all for
to engross and absorb
away. What will behim?
the mind so completely
come of the souls of

that God will find no
the men and boys
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The Mark of the Beast Crisis

Elijah Rodgers, is a
young, enthusiastic 11year-old evangelist at
Pathway to Peace
Ministries who is excited
about sharing the
everlasting gospel. He is
also a beekeeper and
enjoys nature. He is the
son of Cary Rodgers.

Protestant churches)
will cause “all, both
small and great, rich
and poor, free and
bond, to receive a mark
in their right hand, or in
their foreheads:” Revelation 13:16 So this
reveals that they will
force all the rich and
poor people to receive
their mark, which is the

their forehead are deceived and wholeheartedly believe that Sunday is the Sabbath, and
that all of the deceptions of the beast, and
the image of the beast,
are true. Now when it
is in the hand, they
know that Sunday is
not the Sabbath but
receive the mark of the

And he causeth all, both small
and great, rich and poor, free
and bond, to receive a mark in
their right hand, or in their foreheads
Revelation 13:16

www.PathwaytoPeace.
net.
Email:

info@pathwaytopeace.
net.

We learned last time
that the mark of God is
His seventh-day Sabbath and that it is a
sign between us and
God of our loyalty to
Him. We know that the
mark of the beast is the
counterfeit Sabbath,
Sunday. We also know
that these marks are
marks of worship
showing who our allegiance is to.
Revelation 13:16 reveals that the beast
(the Catholic Church)
and the image of the
beast (apostate

Sunday Sabbath, in
their hand or in their
forehead.
The mark of the beast
crisis is the ENFORCEMENT of the counterfeit Sunday Sabbath.
No one has the mark of
the beast on their forehead or hand until the
enforcement of the
false Sunday Sabbath.
Why does it say in the
forehead or in the
hand? What is behind
your forehead? Your
frontal lobe. The
frontal lobe is where
your character is made
and where you make a
conscious decision. So
those who have the
mark of the beast in
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beast because of fear
of persecution, hunger,
or death. Papal Rome
will force worship.
Why are God's people
sealed in their forehead
only and not in their
hand? We are to serve
God “with a perfect
heart and with a willing
mind” wholeheartedly
(see 1 Chronicles 28:9).
God is not a God of
force, but wants us to
choose to serve him
willingly.
What will the beast and
the image of the beast
do to those who will
not receive the mark of
the beast?
To those who will stay
loyal to God and keep
Page 13

His commandments,
not receiving the mark
of the beast, Revelation
13:17 says, “And that
no man might buy or
sell, save he that had
the mark, or the name
of the beast, or the
number of his name.”
They will impose sanctions on buying and
selling for all those who
will not receive the
mark of the beast.

spare, neither will I
have pity: and though
they cry in mine ears
with a loud voice, yet
will I not hear them.”
So all of the “climate
change” and violence
that is going on is because of their abominations. Leviticus 18:25
says, “And the land is
defiled: therefore I do
visit the iniquity thereThe judgments of God
of upon it, and the land
that will fall upon the
itself vomiteth out her
Revelation 13:15 says,
earth will be because of
inhabitants.” So the
“And he had power to
all of the abominations
land will get
give life unto
rid of its own
the image of
inhabitants
And the land is defiled: therethe beast,
because it is
fore I do visit the iniquity therethat the imdefiled with
of
upon
it,
and
the
land
itself
age of the
sin.
vomiteth
out
her
inhabitants.
beast should
Leviticus 18:25
both speak,
“The Lord has
and cause
given his
that as many
church a speas would not
cial work.
worship the
The crisis is
image of the beast
that the world has
right upon us. We have
should be killed.” The
committed – for examonly, as it were, a mo“he” in this text is the
ple idolatry, homosexument of time. We must
United States of Ameriality, and sun worship.
now take our Bibles,
ca. They (USA) have
God will not deal lightly
and in the Holy Spirit's
power to give life to
with these abominapower, proclaim the
the image of the beast
tions. Ezekiel 8:17, 18
great truth for these
to speak and cause
says, “Then he said unlast days.” {RH, July 26,
those who will not worto me, Hast thou seen
1898 par. 5} There are
ship the beast and his
this, O son of man? Is it
some in Babylon that
image and not receive
a light thing to the
needs to know the
his mark to be killed.
house of Judah that
truth.
they commit the abomThose who will not reIn order to be able to
inations which they
ceive the mark of the
stand during the mark
commit here? for they
beast and keep God's
of the beast crisis our
have filled the land
commandments will be
characters have to be
with violence, and have
misrepresented as enelike the character of
returned to provoke
mies of the law and of
Christ. We have to be
me to anger: and, lo,
the government and
abiding in Jesus and He
they put the branch to
cause climate change
in us. We have to
their nose. Therefore
as Ahab said to Elijah
study the Bible and
will I also deal in fury:
“...art thou he that
pray. 
mine eye shall not
troubleth Israel?”
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God's people will be
able to confidently say
as Elijah answered to
Ahab “…I have not
troubled Israel; but
thou, and thy father's
house, in that ye have
forsaken the commandments of the
LORD, and thou hast
followed Baalim.” 1
Kings 18:17, 18
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In A Backwards Turn of Events,
(Roman Catholics Expose SDA Apostasy While
SDA’s Urge, “Keep Quiet”)

Hilari Henriques, Daily
Devotional leader at
Saved To Serve,
International.
Website:
www.prophesyagain.org
Phone: 407-241-9130
Email: ProphesyAgain@
hotmail.com

We are living in a time
where society teaches
that there is no “black
or white,” no right or
wrong, no truth or error—whatever each
person decides for himself/herself is truth according to them. You
may have heard the
phrase, “my truth”,
meaning what is true to
or for a person based
on his/her own experience and understanding. Unfortunately, the
church has also adopted this deeply dangerous and flawed con-

cept. Since this is being
taught both in the
world and in the
church, where is the
moral compass and
who or what should be
looked to as the standard by which to govern
one’s life? This ideology
so prevalent in today’s
world is nothing more
than spiritualism fashionably disguised.
“Spiritualism asserts
that men are unfallen
demigods; that ‘each
mind will judge itself;’
that ‘true knowledge
places men above all
law;’ that ‘all sins committed are innocent;’
for ‘whatever is, is
right,’ and ‘God doth
not condemn…’ Thus it
declares to all men, ‘It
matters not what you
do; live as you please,
heaven is your home.’
Multitudes are thus led
to believe that desire is
the highest law, that
license is liberty, and
that man is accountable only to himself.” [1]
In this post-modern age
of rationalization and
pluralism, God is looking for individuals that
will proclaim the truth
according to the Bible,
no matter how unpopular it may be. God has
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raised up Seventh-day
Adventists to fearlessly
and unapologetically
proclaim a pointed,
straight, undiluted life
and death message,
calling sin by its right
name irrespective of
the sin or the sinners,
showing clearly that
there is right and
wrong. Specifically,
Seventh-day Adventists
“have been entrusted
the last warning for a
perishing world. On
them is shining wonderful light from the
word of God. They
have been given a work
of the most solemn
import – the proclamation of the first, second,
and third angels' messages. There is no other
work of so great importance. They are to
allow nothing else to
absorb their attention.” [2] This message
entails unsparingly
identifying Babylon
(Roman Catholicism
and apostate Protestantism) and her sins,
which implies, wherever those sins exist,
must also be exposed.
How is it that the very
church to whom this
solemn responsibility
rests, can be involved
in drinking the wine,
Page 15

imbibing some of the
errors and sins, that
they were called to expose.

Catholic on a Roman
Catholic website denouncing the LGBT
movement that has
swept in and is being
What is even more
cradled within Seventhegregious is that the
day Adventism via
conscientious voices
“Seventh-gay Adamong Seventh-day
ventists.” Regarding
Adventists that faithfulthe recent flip-flopping
ly call sin by its right
of positions on the isname both in the world
sue of gay marriage, by
and in the church, as
The Message Bible authey see it running
thor, Eugene
rampant in
Peterson,
both, are
Crisis MagaOpen rebuke [is] better than
falsely lazine quotes
secret love.
beled as
from Peter“accusers of
Proverbs 27:5
son: “‘I know
the bretha lot of peoren;” they
ple who are
are said to be
es. Let us ever rememgay and lesbian and
airing the church’s
ber the words of Provthey seem to have as
“dirty laundry” before
erbs 27:5. “Open regood a spiritual life as I
the world, and are conbuke is better than sedo. I think that kind of
demned as violating
cret love.” However, if
debate about lesbians
the principles of
there are not enough
and gays might be
Matthew 18. It is sad,
voices from within the
over… but [as
that the proponents of
Seventh-day Adventist
to homosexuality and
open apostasy in the
Church “crying aloud
same-sex marriage] it’s
Seventh-day Adventist
and sparing not” denot a right or wrong
Church, i.e., those who
nouncing sin, irrespecthing as far as I’m conopenly live and affirm
tive of who is comcerned.’” [3]
the LGBT lifestyle,
mitting it, God will
those who involve
The author of the Crisis
make sure that he althemselves in ecumenMagazine article then
lows someone else,
ism, those who prodraws an appropriate
even those from Romote spiritual forparallel between Peterman Catholicism if He
mation and other grievson’s thinking and the
has to, whose sins Sevous iniquities etc. can
LGBT movement makenth-day Adventists
publicize and advertise
ing waves in the Adwere called to expose,
their sins for the world
ventist Church.
to condemn their
to see (via social media
“Peterson’s comments
abominable sins and
and other mediums),
remind me of Seventhanti-scriptural justificadeclaring their sins as
Gay Adventists, a docution of such.
Sodom (Isaiah 3:9); but
mentary about homowhen a voice openly
Imagine our utter
sexuals in the Seventh
rebukes them, the ones
astonishment and huDay Adventist commucalling the apostates to
miliation when we
nity. Like the gays of
accountability are decame across an article
Peterson’s acquaintnounced as evil men,
published by a Roman
ance, the film’s homoPage 16

unloving and “troublers
of the people” and
have their words misconstrued to be “calling
the church Babylon”.
Thus those who do see
something terribly
wrong are afraid to cry
out against sin; and
those carrying out the
apostasy are even further emboldened in
their iniquitous practic-
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sexuals are all ‘good’
people: they pray, read
their bibles, and serve
in their congregations.
They love their families,
community, churches.
But they love up to a
point, short of agape,
sacrificial love. Instead
of denying themselves
for the sake of others,
they make choices and
pursue lifestyles contrary to the feelings,
needs, and even wellbeing of people they
love. They tell of
wanting to change, trying to change, and
pleading with Jesus to
make it happen, all
without effect, then

concluding that God
must be okay with their
homosexuality and the
church should be also.
It is an argument that
could play equally well
for the alcoholic, substance abuser, compulsive gambler, sex addict, pedophile, or person with [fill-in-theblank] pathology.” [4]
How true are the authors’ conclusions!
What shame and reproach has the Seventh
-day Adventist Corporate Church brought
upon Christ, His gospel
and His power, by its
persistent neglect to

publicly denounce the
abominable practices
and lifestyle of the
LGBT community and
refusal to terminate
those in positions of
authority who are promoting their agenda
from their pulpits,
desks and pens, using
their influence to convince others to do likewise. This issue has not
even so much as been
addressed by the leadership. How is it that
Roman Catholics, who
see the LGBT lifestyle
for what it is, an abomination, such as the author of said article, will
be compelled to leave

•

Young adults hitting the streets evangelizing with 5 minute interviews on
hot religious topics.

•

Interviewees leave with a bag of contents for further reading including the
Great Controversy, National Sunday Law, usually a health article, and
other literature.

•

Find snippets of their interviews on YouTube.com.
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Babylon and join the
ranks of Seventh-day
Adventism when they
see what is happening
and are looking for answers from the corporate body and are met
with deafening silence?
What will they think of
the effectiveness of our
gospel? How must they
scoff at the message of
calling men and women
out of Babylon because
she has “become the
habitation of devils,
and the hold of every
foul spirit, and a cage
of every unclean and
hateful bird,” when the
same foul spirit is in the
midst of her [SDA] organization. Oh how this
should make conscientious Seventh-day Adventists weep and be
even more committed
to declaring before the
church and the world
that the apostate Sev-

enth-day Adventists do
not represent Seventhday Adventism nor the
message that they believe and advocate.
Those in Babylon
should never have the
opportunity or find any
occasion to expose Seventh-day Adventists
because of their deviation from God’s Word
in any particular. True,
those in Babylon will
find fault with the remnant, but not for blatant apostasy; their
only condemnation
should be Adventists’
strict adherence to
God’s words and not to
the commandments of
men even when the
majority is against
them, as well as their
blameless characters.

indeed we are living in
a time of crisis. Let the
following words make
an indelible impression
on our minds and never
lose their forcefulness:
“Indifference and neutrality in a religious crisis is regarded of God
as a grievous crime and
equal to the very worst
type of hostility against
God.” [5]

It is not by coincidence
that this article was
published in a magazine called Crisis, for

5 - White, Ellen. Testimonies for the Church, Volume 3 (1872-1875), page
280

1 - White, Ellen. Education (1903), pages 227
and 228
2 - White, Ellen. Testimonies for the Church, Volume 9 (1909), page 19
3 - http://
www.crisismagazine.com/
2017/eugene-petersonflips-flops-gay-marriage
4 - Ibid

Labor Unions, Labor Day, Sunday Law
Every first Monday of
the month of September, American workers
look forward to having
a day off from work,
Labor Day; and whether or not individuals
understand the history
behind it, they are
grateful for what they
call an extended weekend. Labor Day is both
a federal and public
holiday in the United
States, commemoPage 18

rating “the American
labor movement and
the contributions that
workers have made to
the strength, prosperity, laws and well-being
of the country… Beginning in the late 19th
century, as the trade
union and labor movements grew, trade unionists proposed that a
day be set aside to celebrate labor. ‘Labor
Day’ was promoted by

the Central Labor Union and the Knights of
Labor, which organized
the first parade in New
York City. In 1887, Oregon was the first state
of the United States to
make it an official public holiday. By the time
it became an official
federal holiday in 1894,
thirty U.S. states officially celebrated Labor
Day.” [1] Interestingly,
as brought out, both
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the labor movements
get out of the cities.
the statement, the foland trade unions were
“The time is fast comlowing can be read:
the forces behind a day
ing when the control“‘There is no good socito be set aside annually
ling power of the labor
ety without a good unas a holiday, Labor Day.
unions will be very opion, and there is no
In 2017, the labor unpressive. Again and
good union that is not
ions and trade unions
again the Lord has inreborn every day in the
are aggressively pushstructed that our peoperipheries, that does
ing for another day to
ple are to take their
not transform the disbe set aside and celefamilies away from the
carded stones of the
brated—not an annual
cities.” “The trades uneconomy into its corholiday, not a Monday,
ions will be one of the
nerstones.’ ‘Unions
but a weekly holiday,
agencies that will bring
must retain and recovSunday. Yes, that’s
upon this earth a time
er their prophetic
right, these unions are
of trouble such as has
voice, which ‘regards
crafting arthe very naguments
ture itself of
and dethe union, its
The time is fast coming when
manding for
truest vocathe controlling power of the laa federal
tion. The unbor unions will be very oppreslaw to be
sive.
ion is an exenacted for
pression of
Manuscript Releases Volume
workers to
the prophetic
Nineteen, page 229
have a day
profile of sociof rest, Sunety,’ he said,
day, which
quoting furwould mean store and
not been since the
ther from the pope’s
other commercial enworld began.” “The
speech, who added,
terprise closings and
trades unions and con‘The union movement
eventually mandatory
federacies of the world
has its great seasons
church attendance and
are a snare. Keep out of
when it is prophecy.’
refrain from even comthem, and away from
Dewane added that
mon house labor.
them, brethren. Have
unions should ‘resist
nothing to do with
the temptation of beNot surprising, Pope
them. Because of these
coming too similar to
Francis, Roman Cathounions and confederathe institutions and
lics and even professed
cies, it will soon be very
powers that it should
Protestants favor such
difficult for our instituinstead criticize.’ ‘A
an enactment; and with
tions to carry on their
culture that obsesses
their united voices, it
work in the cities.” [2]
less over endless activiwill be nearly impossity and consumption
ble for the government
In commemoration of
may, over time, beto ignore their dethis year’s Labor Day,
come a culture that
mands, especially when
Roman Catholic Bishvalues rest for the sake
they begin and continops issued their annual
of God and family,’ Deue to protest, strike
Labor Day statement,
wane said.” [3]
and riot. That is why
which quoted extenwe have been warned
sively from Pope FranSome of the phraseoloof the deadly purposes
cis and called unequivgy used in the stateof these unions and
ocally for a National
ment must be emphatold to make haste and
Sunday Rest Law. From
sized so we can appreOctober 2017 Four Angels’ Messages
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ciate the gravity of the
statement. It was said
that the labor unions
must recover their prophetic voice. Students
of Bible prophecy understand that America
will use its voice to
speak as a dragon; she
will “both speak, and
cause that as many as
would not worship the
image of the beast
should be
killed” (Revelation
13:11 and 15). That
prophetic voice of the
image of the beast
(apostate Protestant
America), spoken
through the unions, will
be to cry out for America’s inhabitants to worship [like] the first
beast—Roman Catholicism by enforcing a National Sunday Law. That
is exactly what the
2017 Labor Day statement is calling for – “a
culture that values rest
for the sake of God and
family.” Are not these
the sentiments of Pope
Francis [4] and his predecessor, Pope Benedict? [5]
A Sunday labor law is

being pushed as a day
to be devoted to God
and family, proponents
of which state that this
was what God instituted at creation, family/
marriage and the Sabbath (which they erroneously call Sunday).
However, this is nothing new; labor unions
( the Knights of Labor
which made Labor day
a federal holiday) along
with Papists have been
pushing for a National
Sunday Law since the
1880’s (1888 specifically); the difference is
that the movement
today has gained a lot
more momentum, and
it is not solely the unions and the Papacy
calling for Sunday rest,
but the general population as well. This time,
the Sunday Bill will not
be held in check as it
was in 1888, but will go
through and thus the
Mark of the Beast crisis
will become a reality
and will lead into a
time of trouble such as
never was. The admonition from God can
be found in Isaiah 8:12
and 13 “Say ye not, A

confederacy, to all
them to whom this
people shall say, A confederacy; neither fear
ye their fear, nor be
afraid. Sanctify the
LORD of hosts himself;
and let him be your
fear, and let him be
your dread.”

1 - https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Labor_Day
2 - White, Ellen. Country Living (1946), pages
9 and 10
3 - https://
cruxnow.com/churchin-theusa/2017/08/31/
bishops-annual-laborday-statement-scoresexcessive-inequality/
4 - http://
www.catholicnewsagen
cy.com/news/popefrancis-sundays-are-agift-from-god-dont-ruin
-it-73132/
5 - http://
www.catholicsun.org/2
012/06/06/sundaysmust-be-a-day-of-restdedicated-to-godfamily-pope-says/

Pope Francis, World Legislators, US. Govt.
Assert, Only Papal Law Can Solve Earth’s Crises
We have come to a
time, when “Roman
Catholic principles will
be taken under the
care and protection of
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the state.” [1]This
simply means that the
prophecies of Revelation 13:11-18, which
relate that the United

States (the lamblike
beast) will form an image to the Roman hierarchy (the leopard-like
beast) by having Ro-
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man Catholic doctrine
senate [3] and nearly
the International Cathenforced as laws, are
two thirds of the Suolic Legislators Netsoon to be fulfilled.
preme Court are Rowork and sent a strong
Pope Francis is making
man Catholic. This is
message which is only
sure that he unambigunot even mentioning
partially conveyed in
ously conveys his agenthe evangelicals who
the headline, “Pope:
da to legislators, those
are bound in ecumeniCatholic social teaching
who write and intercal alliances with Popcan contribute to buildpret the laws, so that
ery and are of the same
ing a just society.” The
they will carry out the
mindset. But not only
words in the article
marching orders and
among U.S. congressleave no uncertainty as
have papal laws implemen is Popery revered;
to the insidious agenda
mented in the various
even among the genof Roman Catholicism
nations of
as it relates
the world.
to politics,
Revelation
which inevAnd I beheld another beast com13:11 and 15
itably subing up out of the earth; and he
are clear that
vert civil
had two horns like a lamb, and he
the United
and relispake as a dragon.
States of
gious liberRevelation 13:11
America will
ties.
utterly repu“Catholic
diate the
politicians
principles of the constieral population, individshould be guided by
tution and destroy the
uals of all religious affilthe church’s moral and
separation between by
iation and even those
social teachings when
speaking and causing
claiming none view
crafting legislation,
all that would not worPope Francis overPope Francis said.
ship the first beast
whelmingly favorable.
Meeting with partici(Popery) to be killed—
pants in the annual
Pope Francis is very
speaking as a dragon.
meeting of the Internadiligent in sowing his
Make no mistake about
tional Catholic
seeds and accomplishit, “The ‘speaking’ of
Legislators Network
ing that which he, the
the nation is the action
Aug. 27, the pope said
first admitted Jesuit
of its legislative and
that church teaching
Pope, was put in office
judicial authorities.” [2]
can contribute to a
to do, namely to shape
Looking at the religious
more humane and just
the policies of nations
demographic of the
society, but only if the
(see The Great Controlegislative and judicial
church is allowed a
versy page 235). Bebranches of the United
voice in answering ‘the
cause Pope Francis canStates, it is in no way
great questions of socinot be several places at
inconceivable that
ety in our time.’ ‘The
once he holds meetings
these very branches
laws that you enact and
with influential politiwill form laws that coapply ought to build
cians who have sworn
incide with Roman
bridges of dialogue betheir allegiance to PopCatholic doctrine. One
tween different politiery, and will carry out
third of the House of
cal perspectives, also
the Church’s every orRepresentatives is comwhen responding to
der. Leading into the
posed of Roman Cathoprecise aims in order to
month of September,
lics, one quarter of the
promote greater care
Pope Francis met with
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for the defenseless and
the marginalized…as
well as to promote a
correct human and natural ecology,’ the pope
said.” [4]
The charge given by
Pope Francis to the legislators in attendance
from around the world
was that the only way
in which to have a humane and just society is
by legislating Roman
Catholic social teachings. Politicians from
the United States were
gathered there as well,
one notable one, former White House Press

Secretary Sean Spicer.
From Politico, “Former
White House press secretary Sean Spicer finally got an audience with
the pope, after being
cut out of a White
House delegation with
the Holy Father in May.
Spicer returned to
Rome over the weekend as part of a group
of legislators and politicians affiliated with the
International Catholic
Legislators Network
who met with Pope
Francis at the Vatican.
Spicer, who resigned
on July 21, has re-

mained in the White
House to help with the
transition for his successor Sarah Huckabee
Sanders.” [5]
“She [Roman Catholicism] is silently growing
into power. Her doctrines are exerting their
influence in legislative
halls, in the churches,
and in the hearts of
men. She is piling up
her lofty and massive
structures in the secret
recesses of which her
former persecutions
will be repeated.
Stealthily and unsuspectedly she is
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strengthening her forces to further her own
ends when the time
shall come for her to
strike. All that she desires is vantage ground,
and this is already being given her. We shall
soon see and shall feel
what the purpose of
the Roman element is.
Whoever shall believe
and obey the word of
God will thereby incur
reproach and persecution.” [6]
The desires of Popery
for vantage ground is
being fulfilled in the
United States like never
before, her as she continues to meet with
legislators, world leaders, religious leaders
and promote her agenda under the guise of
peace, unity, equality,
and security. Indeed
the statement “Roman
Catholic principles will
be taken under the
care and protection of
the state” is now being
fulfilled. This was also
accomplished in September of 2015 with
the unprecedented address of Pope Francis

before a joint session
of congress; and not
surprising was the topic
of his speech—a Roman Catholic Social
teaching, the common
good. [7] The common
good calls for the relinquishment of individual
liberties for the national interests, and this is
exactly what Pope
Francis told world legislators to write into law
in order to solve societal crises. We need not
only to be made aware
of the impending crisis,
but warn others of the
coming danger and find
ourselves in earnest
seasons of fasting and
prayer so that we can
meet the coming crisis
and stand faithful
throughout. 

1 - White, Ellen. The
Review and Herald,
June 15, 1897

www.catholicnews.com
/services/
englishnews/2017/
catholics-in-congressone-third-of-house-one
-quarter-of-senate.cfm
4 - http://
catholicdaily.com/2017/08/29/
pope-catholic-socialteaching-cancontribute-to-buildingjust-society/

5 - http://
www.politico.com/
story/2017/08/29/sean
-spicer-meets-popevatican-242133
6 - White, Ellen. The
Great Controversy
(1911), page 581
7 - http://
www.catholicworldrep
ort.com/2015/09/24/
pope-promotes-human
-dignity-and-thecommon-good-inaddress-to-congress/

2 - White, Ellen. The
Great Controversy
(1911), page 442
3 - http://
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Health Article
What Is Carrageenan?

Genobia Simpson
Wife and mother to 5
children.
Works with two
Genobia Simpson
other ministries:
Wife
and mother to 5
• ItsHighTime
children.
• Advent Rest
Works with two other
ministries:
Desire to live a healthy
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"Carrageenans or carrageenins are a family of
linear sulphated polysaccharides that are
extracted from red edible seaweeds. They are
typically used in the
food industry, for their
gelling, thickening, and
stabilizing properties." Wikipedia
Carrageenan is also
known as Chondrus
crispus, which is popularly known as Irish
moss. It is well known
to be used in many
food products, including vegan, organic, and
“natural” products such
as ice cream, yogurt,
soy milk and cheeses
(dairy and non dairy
sources). It is very important to know that
while carrageenans
come from a natural
source, it has no nutritional value and causes
inflammation (and potentially cancer)
throughout the body.
Inflammation is the
root to all diseases.
“Although derived from
a natural source, it appears to be particularly
destructive to the digestive system, triggering an immune response similar to that
your body has when
invaded by pathogens

like Salmonella.” The
result: “It predictably
causes inflammation,
which can lead to ulcerations and bleeding,”
explains veteran researcher Joanne Tobacman, MD, associate
professor of clinical
medicine at the University of Illinois School of
Medicine at Chicago.
Clinical studies done on
mice, rabbits, guinea
pigs, and mice all
showed a connection
between carrageenan
and colon cancer.
In a study that was
done at Wakabayashi,
it was said that
“Degraded carrageenan
derived from the red
seaweed Eucheuma
spinosum was given to
Sprague—Dawley rats
through the diet, in
drinking water or by
stomach tube for up to
24 months. Carrageenan-induced squamous
cell carcinomas, adenocarcinomas and adenomas in the colorectum
were observed.Some
rats had metastases to
the regional lymph
nodes of squamous cell
carcinomas. These results show that degraded carrageenan is carcinogenic to the colorectum of the rat.”
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While carrageenan is
not an animal product,
it is important to know
that in order for the
body to function
properly, we must give
it the proper nutrients
needed daily. Therefore, anything labeled
as a food additive that
has no nutritional value
should not be consumed.
“In order to be fitted
for translation, the
people of God must
know themselves. They
must understand in
regard to their own
physical frames, that
they may be able with
the psalmist to exclaim,
'I will praise Thee, for I
am fearfully and wonderfully made.' They
should ever have the
appetite in subjection
to the moral and intellectual organs. The
body should be servant
to the mind, and not
the mind to the
body.” {Counsels on
Diet and Foods, page
33.1}



CAMP MEETING
COMING THIS FALL!
•

When? October 30 to November 4,
2017

•

Where? Norfolk, Virginia

•

What is the theme? The Harvest

•

What is it about? Training on
Medical missionary work, Bible
work, Colporteur work, Publishing
work, and Literature Evangelism

•

Who are the speakers? Pastor
Emmanuel Nougaisse (Amazing
Word Ministries), Pastor Maurice
Berry (Angel of the East Ministries),
Jerry O'Donnell (Four Angels’
Messages), David House (Saving
Health Ministry), along with at least
3 others from different US
ministries.

•

While Protestants will be signing
over to the pope the end of the
protest, we will counteract with
preparing a people to meet the
results.

•

If you are unable to attend, we will
live stream everything God willing.

For Details, Call David
House at 757-955-6871.

Additional Health Articles And
Even Genobia Simpson’s Recipes
Online at www.hightime1311.com/maranatha-365/about/
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Authorized KJV vs Catholic Bible
readers do not think so.
It is missing. In fact, if
you do not see your version of the Bible below,
it is probably missing.

Jerry O’Donnell
• Author of What Does It
Mean For the World To
Have One Mind?
• Bible Worker,
Evangelist, Pastor,
Church Planter

Authorized KJV vs Catholic Bible
If you are using anything
but the KJV, you are using a Catholic influenced
Bible [see June 2017 issue for details], which
strategically twists and
leaves out key words
and verses so as to make
even the ecumenical
movement between religions outside of Christianity possible.
In our current example,
we address another significant difference between the Bible versions
regarding Acts 8:37.

New American Standard
Bible And Philip said, "If
you believe with all your
heart, you may." And he
answered and said, "I
believe that Jesus Christ
is the Son of God."
Holman Christian Standard Bible And Philip said,
"If you believe with all
your heart you may."
And he replied, "I believe
that Jesus Christ is the
Son of God."
Aramaic Bible in Plain
English And Philippus
said, “If you believe with
all the heart, it is authorized.” And he answered
and said, “I do believe
that Yeshua The Messiah
is The Son of God.”
New American Standard
1977 [And Philip said, “If
you believe with all your
heart, you may.” And he
answered and said, “I
believe that Jesus Christ
is the Son of God.”]

Philip said, If thou dost
believe with all thine
heart, thou may. And he
answered and said, I
believe that Jesus Christ
is the Son of God.
American Standard Version And Philip said, If
thou believest with all
thy heart, thou mayest.
And he answered and
said, I believe that Jesus
Christ is the Son of God.
Douay-Rheims Bible
And Philip said: If thou
believest with all thy
heart, thou mayest. And
he answering, said: I
believe that Jesus Christ
is the Son of God.
Webster's Bible Translation And Philip said, If
thou believest with all
thy heart, thou mayest.
And he answered and
said, I believe that Jesus
Christ is the Son of God.
Young's Literal Translation And Philip said, 'If
thou dost believe out of
all the heart, it is lawful;'
and he answering said, 'I
believe Jesus Christ to be
the Son of God;'



Jubilee Bible 2000 And
King James Bible: And
Philip said, If thou believest with all thine
heart, thou mayest. And
he answered and said, I
believe that Jesus Christ
is the Son of God.
Do you believe that Jesus Christ is the Son of
God? Evidently NIV
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What Are the Most Popular
Discussions You Have
With Non-Adventists?
Please share at least the question, if not
the answer, too, so that none of us is
blindsided by the latest anti-truth
arguments.
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Questions And Answers

Jerry O’Donnell
• Author of What Does It
Mean For the World To
Have One Mind?
• Bible Worker,
Evangelist, Pastor,
Church Planter

QUESTION: How can
we help?
ANSWER: We appreciate all of the notes
since the beginning of
the year that have
come in conveying the
desire to volunteer in
any way they can to
promote the truth with
our ministry. Do not
think we have ignored
your desired effort.
Right now, all I can
think of is to spread it.
Article writing appears
to be sufficient in which
sometimes I bump my
own article to make
space for other contributors. The printers handle all of the printing at
a reasonable rate and
time. The website I
maintain (seeing that I
am a professional web
developer) is what
funds most of the costs
of the publication. And I
very much enjoy talking

with like believers,
though sometimes I am
on a tight schedule.
One area, in addition to
the funds of course, is
telling others. Encourage other SDAs to sign
up for the newsletters.
Go ahead and make
copies of the newsletter and hand them
out.

And go ahead and encourage non-believers
to buy the books advertised in our newsletter,
primarily by Cary Rodgers and myself. Do not
share the newsletter
with them as it is for
advanced study. So, jot
down the information
about either book, or
both, on a piece of paper and start passing
them out to anyone
and everyone.

QUESTION: Are you
careful in mailing your
publication out over
the Sabbath?
ANSWER: We have a
suggested date each
month to the printers
to send them out on a
Monday, but that is all
it is. We do our part in
giving the printers the
two weeks they need
by giving them a couple
extra days. We specify
the Monday date,
which is usually the last
Monday of the month,
and state that it is not
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to go out any sooner. It
is then in their hands,
with God's guidance, if
the publication will be
mailed out on a Monday or later. But even
on a Monday, because
it is considered bulk
mail, delivery is a bit
slower. It can take
more than a week to
get to all the destinations, which means that
some will receive it on
the Sabbath.

QUESTION: If many
(most) of the SDA ministers have given themselves over to the grace
gospel, part of the
apostasy, what does
that say about the Sabbath School Quarterly?

ANSWER: The direct
answer is that it is
apostasy and propaganda material. By quoting
from leading figures of
other denominations,
including the Catholic
Church, it promotes, at
the very least, the
sense of ecumenicalism, but it undermines
the belief that the pioneers stood firm on in
which we Seventh-day
Adventists are Israel
and all others are part
of Babylon. And then it
causes the question to
be raised, "What are
we doing pulling information from Babylon?"
Every quarterly con-
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tains an agenda, or several. Some are obvious
while others are not so
obvious. In fact, I was
tasked once to go over
the quarterly on the
Holy Spirit before departing from the Conference Church that we
were attending. I returned it after simply
reading and not able to
have sufficient time to
compare content with
the Spirit of Prophecy. I
stated that it appears
to be "about fine, not
perfect". Later, I discovered that it contained
pantheism, a theological error undermining
the faith.
In addition to such content is also content
from leading psychiatrists as well as physiologists and other "ists"
people. If anyone were
to read any of the Testimonies to the Church,
they would quickly realize the heretical position by including such
people in the quarterly,
let alone relying upon
them at all even in personal use.
Also, in addition to all
of that is the weaving
of Ford's apostasy beliefs throughout, along
with those of Dr. Kellogg. Ford, for those
not aware, is a man
that had his credentials
removed in 1980 for
teaching against the
sanctuary message and
even the Sabbath being
held in such high es-
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teem. Critics inside and
outside of the church
believe that today's
average pastor is actually worse than Ford
and therefore Ford
should have had is credentials reinstated. As
for Kellogg, he is a man
who lived in Ellen
White's day who published pantheistic theories teaching that God
is in everything and
everyone. Basically, a
form of 'everyone is
going to be saved' and
'man is his own savior';
it does away with the
atonement; and it leads
to people treating the
Bible as fiction (see
Ministry of Healing,page 428). Despite
direct criticisms from
Ellen White, Kellogg
persisted in his ways.
And we are reminded in
Manuscript Releases
Volume Four, page
248.4, that this is a repetitive issue and that
we are to "meet
it" (Selected Messages
Book 1, page 205.3).
And that raises the issue among nominal
Adventists today. We
are to "meet it"! We
are not to ignore it. We
are not to tolerate it.
We are not to excuse it.
People will say, "Yes,
the quarterly isn't what
it should be this quarter, but maybe the next
one will be." Nonsense.
It is heresy.
And with Sunday law
soon upon us and Jesus'

soon return that means
it is most applicable to
say that a particular
series of prophecies are
being fulfilled right
now.
"Those who have rendered supreme homage
to 'science falsely so
called' will not be the
leaders then." "In the
last solemn work few
great men will be engaged" {5T 80.1}.

Yet, it seems we have
many "great men" having a great following
that they can do no
wrong, and the current
leadership, after the
crisis, will not be the
leaders then. So if such
people are not Godappointed, why would
we submit ourselves to
reading their propaganda. It simply is preparing our departure from
the truth as well.
Of course, if people are
blind to the fact that
we are on the verge of
Sunday laws then I can
see why people excuse
the leadership. They
say, "He does such a
wonderful work!" Yes,
so does the pope! But
then again, that is why
the Seventh-day Adventist Church can send
representatives to meet
with the pope, be cordial with the pope, and
even get ready to sign
the document on October 31, 2017 to end
Protestantism without
people being upset
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with these actions.

Overall, Ellen White has
this to say that could be
very useful in answering your question/
statement. "In the days
of Christ the established
teachers instructed men
in the traditions of the
fathers, in childish fables, mingled with the
opinions of those who
they thought were high
authorities. Yet neither
high nor low could discern any ray of light in
their teaching. What
wonder was it that
crowds followed in the
footsteps of the Lord,
and gave him homage
as they listened to his
words! He revealed
truths that had been
buried under the rubbish of error, and he
freed them from the
exactions and traditions
of men, and bade them
stand fast forever. He
rescued truth from its
obscurity, and set it in
its proper framework,
to shine in its original
luster. He addressed
men in his own name;
for authority was vested in himself, and why
should men, professing
to be his followers, not
speak with authority
concerning subjects on
which he has given
light? Why take inferior
sources of instruction
when Christ is the great
Teacher who knows all
things? Why present
inferior authors to the
attention of students,

when he whose words
are spirit and life invites, 'Come, . . . and
learn of me'? [Matthew
11:28, 29.]" {CE 81.1}
As a side note, we are
still working on printing
up "replacement quarterlies" but have not
been successful in
getting pricing, formatting, etc. They are
available for download
at our website for those
that are online. These
contain the original
content from 1888 and
Ellen White's quotations as an addendum.
Modern human philosophy is left out. It is the
pioneer studies.

QUESTION: "So your
God never changes?
Then why doesn't He
appear to people these
days like He did in the
Bible? And I've never
seen a burning bush
like in the story in the
Bible. If God doesn't
change, why don't we
see those? Why doesn't
He show Himself to us?
ANSWER: God does not
change His standards,
His declarations. A child
only bugs a parent for
something because evidently that parent
changed their mind on
something. God does
not. What was wrong in
the garden, even at the
time of Lucifer is still
wrong today. When it
comes to the appearance of God, there is no
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restriction, hence how
He could appear as a
cloud during the day
and fire by night in the
desert experience. His
method of teaching
these things is also
without restriction,
hence, why there were
sacrifices pointing to
Jesus in the Old Testament and no sacrifices
necessary to point
backwards. Comparing
scripture with scripture
defines what is meant
by "not changing", for
example, "my covenant
shall stand
fast" (Psalms 89:28).
The covenant never
changes.
There are many more
Bible verses all pointing
to statutes, precepts,
promises, and moral
standards. Thank God
He does not change.
How would anyone like
it if after a billion years
God says, "I change my
mind on that eternal
life thing. It's done as of
next week"?
As for the appearance,
because of certain actions of rebellion in the
desert, Moses was the
last one that God spoke
to like a friend (Exodus
33:11). From then on,
visions and dreams are
the methods of communication. And He
does speak to people
today in that manner,
but there is a principle:
"the law [is] no [more];
her prophets also find
no vision from the
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LORD" (Lamentations
2:9). That is why such
are few and far between.
God's declaration of not
changing is a broad
statement that is defined by the Word of
God. Even people speak
in a general sense that
is too broad to mean
every aspect, and a reasonable person knows
the specifics. So to
compare the statement
that God does not
change to questioning
His appearing is not
reasonable.

QUESTION: Why is the
Bible written in "secret
code" so people can't
understand it? What's
with all the locusts
coming out of a pit and
that kind of stuff? It is
not possible to understand it. If God wanted
us to follow its teachings, He would have
made it so we could
understand it.
ANSWER: You are correct as for teachings, as
in, moral precepts, and
He does make it plain.
He even condensed it
into the Ten Commandments. When it comes
to prophecy, that is a
different story.
Proverbs 25:2 says, "[It
is] the glory of God to
conceal a thing: but the
honour of kings [is] to
search out a matter."
Part of the reason for
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concealing the contents
is purposeful fulfillment, or purposeful
working against fulfillment. For example, if
the Bible were to name
explicitly the antichrist
instead of using symbolism, then antichrist
would simply avoid using the name, avoid
certain activities and
claim, "Hey, we might
fulfill 45 out of 50 items
in the Bible but we cannot be antichrist because there are 5 misses. If you believe we
still are, then you declare the Bible to be in
error. And if the Bible is
not in error, you have
to go look elsewhere."
Which then allows humans to obviously disprove the Bible, for if
the prophecy does not
come true, the Bible
itself will not be able to
be deemed true.
Another reason is because of the knowledge
of the age. By saying,
"many shall run to and
fro, and knowledge
shall be increased"(Daniel 12:4),
that transcends the
ages. But if God were to
say, "People will be
able to move easily
through the Bible with
a concordance and understand the meaning
of the prophecies", if
taken spiritually (which
it should be) or "People
will be able to move
about the planet at
ease with automobiles,

airplanes, even spacecraft, as well as having
knowledge increase
that even computers
cannot store it all", taken physically, people
over the ages would
wonder, what is a concordance? In the
apostle's day, what's a
Bible? Up until the
1900's, what's an automobile? Later in time,
what's an airplane? Up
to 1960's, what's a
computer? Up to the
1980's, what's a spaceship?
Besides, the writers
were not dictation devices. They were free to
write in the language of
their day. So they could
only describe things
they saw in terms they
knew, or even left as
the style of the time.
For instance, my style
was to tell of a child
bugging the parent in
addition to answering
the prior question directly. So, John described an event as
compared to large locusts. Daniel described
nations with beasts but
even with all the beasts
he was able to name,
the fourth one he could
not give a name. Even
John, in Revelation 13,
never said the twohorned beast by name
(which pretty much describes a buffalo) for
such was not indigenous to John's area.
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News And Comments

HaveOneMind.com
A website promoting the
witnessing book, What
Does It Mean for the
World to Have ONE
MIND?, as well as posting
relevant news and
comments associated
with the topics covered in
the book.
Full articles and links
available at the website.

9/1/2017—The Hill
Trump proclaims Sunday 'National Day of
Prayer' for Harvey victims
HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)
COMMENT: The alarming things are that the
image of the religious
advisory board(s), for
he has two, show who
is really encouraging
this declaration. Second, a day of prayer is
one thing, but unlike
Clinton [May 4, 1995],
Bush [Sept. 14, 2001],
and even Obama, [May
5, 2016] the day of
prayer had bee a specific date. True, all
those dates do not fall
on a Sunday, but if they

did, no big deal. If
Trump would have designated September 3rd
as a day of prayer,
which is Sunday, that
would not be so alarming, but to state a day
of the week and that of
SUNDAY, even though
it is only one, is the
alarming part. And if
we do not see even
those symbolisms, we
better be getting the
eyesalve. Here are
some connecting
quotes to consider:
THE DIGNITARIES OF
CHURCH AND STATE
WILL UNITE to bribe,
persuade, or compel all
classes to honor the
Sunday. The lack of divine authority will be
supplied by oppressive
enactments. Political
corruption is destroying
love of justice and regard for truth; and
even in free America,
rulers and legislators, in
order TO SECURE PUBLIC FAVOR, WILL YIELD
TO THE POPULAR DEMAND FOR A LAW ENFORCING SUNDAY OBSERVANCE. Liberty of
conscience, which has
cost so great a sacrifice,
will no longer be respected. In the sooncoming conflict we
shall see exemplified
the prophet's words:
"The dragon was wroth
with the woman, and
went to make war with
the remnant of her
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seed, which keep the
commandments of
God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ."
Revelation 12:17. {GC
592.3}
[Trump got into office
because of Evangelicals
and he's going to want
to be re-elected. So this
is but a step towards
showing that.]
“Satan puts his interpretation upon events,
and they think, as he
would have them, that
THE CALAMITIES
WHICH FILL THE LAND
ARE A RESULT OF SUNDAY-BREAKING. THINKING TO APPEASE THE
WRATH OF GOD, THESE
INFLUENTIAL MEN
MAKE LAWS ENFORCING SUNDAY OBSERVANCE. They think
that by exalting this
false rest day HIGHER
AND STILL HIGHER,
compelling obedience
to the Sunday law, the
spurious sabbath, they
are doing God service.”
{Ms85-1899}
[Harvey is not even a
national calamity and
yet is the step in fulfilling this quote. Further, we are told that
Sunday observance
would move higher and
higher. So it has to start
somewhere. My
friends, it has started.
And more calamities
are going to happen
and there are going to
Page 31

(Continued from page 31)

be more calls for Sunday observance. EGW
states it and I believe.]
So let us not down play
this.

8/30/2017—Fox News
Pope asks world leaders to listen to 'cry of
the Earth'
HIGHLIGHT: (See title)

COMMENT: Of course
the pope wants the
leaders to pay attention to the "cry of the
Earth". His solution is
the Mark of the Beast,
the direct opposite of
the sign between God's
people and God. "And
hallow my sabbaths;
and they shall be a sign
between me and you,
that ye may know that I
[am] the LORD your
God" (Ezekiel 20:20).
The pope's encyclical
on the environment
states as a solution:
237. “On Sunday, our
participation in the Eucharist has special importance. Sunday, like
the Jewish Sabbath, is
meant to be a day
which heals our relationships with God,
with ourselves, with
others and with the
world.”
What is more alarming
is that he is now working with the support of
the Orthodox leader, a
cooperative movement
between the Mother of
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Harlots and one of her
largest represented
daughters.

8/6/2017—Desert
News
In our opinion: Communities yearn for religious and secular Sabbaths
HIGHLIGHT: (See title)
COMMENT: Supreme
Court upholds blue
laws and is not in violation of the first amendment. Therefore, those
that think it is impossible to speak as a dragon (Revelation 13:11)
by legislating Sunday
laws in America are
being deceived.

8/23/2017—Herald
Malaysia
Pope: Hope, we Christians are a people of
spring more than autumn
HIGHLIGHT: (See Title)
COMMENT: The description of the spring
referring to the cross,
grace, redemption is an
anti-judgement and
anti-1844 message. In
code, the pope is basically condemning those
that believe in an
atonement of the autumn in which the sixth
feast day falls and specifically October 22,
1844. Like all other
Christians, they believe
the atonement was

completed at the cross
and we are under grace
and there was nothing
necessary beyond the
cross. True Adventists
believe in all seven
feast days and that includes the blood from
the cross being applied
during the autumn
feast, that of which is
the feast of atonement.

8/25/2017—Radio
Vatican
Pope and WCC leaders
discuss ecumenism,
ecology, economic justice
HIGHLIGHT: (See title)
COMMENT: First, we
have "THE MOTHER OF
HARLOTS" (Revelation
17:5) calling her daughters back to the fold
through this meeting,
but despite the fact
that they were not all
warmed up to simply
bowing down to the
unification call and
want to meet again in
2018 to continue such
talks, there was one
topic of discussion that
ought to be alarming.
They discussed
"climate justice". Not
only did they discuss
"climate change",
which they seem to be
in agreement upon and
that is really all that the
papacy is after for it
contains the Mark of
the Beast as the answer, but "climate justice" means discussing
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(Continued from page 32)

plans for treating dissenters.

8/30/2017—Fox News
Teacher: Dear parents,
tell your kids to stop
talking about God

Looking For a
Speaker?
Consider One of
These!

HIGHLIGHT: (See title)

Hilari (& Andrew) Henriques
Saved To Server/Prophesy Again
407-241-9130
ProphesyAgain@hotmail.com

COMMENT: The First
Amendment: Congress
shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom
of speech, or of the
press; or the right of
the people peaceably
to assemble, and to
petition the Government for a redress of
grievances.
Citizens are allowed the
free exercise of religion, but classrooms
seem to feel free to
talk of anti-Christian
content and when their
is an attempt to restrict
such agendas, "free
speech" is claimed,
however, when the
tables are turned, parents are expected to
bow down and comply
to restricting their free
speech exercise.
"And I beheld another
beast coming up out of
the earth; and he had
two horns like a lamb,
and he spake as a dragon" (Revelation 13:11).



David House
Saving Health Ministry
757-955-6871
mrdhouse@gmail.com
Jerry O’Donnell
Four Angels’ Messages Ministry
717-460-7881
info@fourangelsmessages.com
Cary Rodgers
Pathway to Peace Ministries
704-695-1441
info@pathwaytopeace.net
Genobia Simpson
mrssimpson0728@gmail.com

Specific arrangements, schedules, topics, length of
time are all to be negotiated between you and the
specific speaker.
None of the potential speakers are obligated in
any way to work through this publication to
schedule a speaking appointment. Each one is an
independent speaker.
That also means that none represent this
publication, outside of Jerry O’Donnell. If a
disagreement were to arise, that is between you
and the speaker.
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Healthy And Delicious Recipes
Biscuits
• ½ c. warm

water
• 1 T. yeast,

IMAGE
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dry active
• 2 T. honey
• 2 ½ c. flour (use ½

Renee Bushor, wife,
mother of 4 adult children, grandmother of 5.
Work part-time for a
company my son owns,
called Inmate Scribes.
Helps prisoners to communicate with the outside world, and provide
them with Christian literature and sign them up
for Bible studies.
Studied health for over
25 years; extensively
trained Medical Missionary helping people get to
the root of health issues
without masking symptoms; enjoy teaching
people different methods
for healing: diet, water
treatments, essential oils,
herbs, charcoal, etc.
25 years of experience
teaching healthful cooking from scratch showing
how to prepare their favorite meals, but in a new
way, without sacrificing
taste. Everything is plant
based, including all condiments, salad dressings,
dips, cheeses, crackers,
breads, and even laundry
soap.
Blog sites:
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unbleached white and
½ whole wheat)
• 1 t. salt
• ¼ c. butter,
(homemade) or olive
oil
• ½ c. water or soymilk

crumbles; make a well
into this and then add
rest of liquids. Add
yeast mixture. Mix and
knead lightly.

Roll out ¾” thick on
floured surface. Cut
with biscuit cutter. Let
Preheat oven to 425°.
rise x 20 minutes. Bake
Add honey to water and for 11-15 minutes.
whisk well. Add the
yeast, stir lightly and let Let cool and store in
proof until bubbly. Sift refrigerator or freezer
for 48-72 hours before
flours (do not skip) &
salt together. Stir the dry eating. Warm and serve
how you like.
mixture well.
Use a pastry cutter and
cut oil or butter into
flour until mixture
resembles coarse

Makes 1 dozen.

Gravy

Blend well and cook
until thick.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

½ c. cashews
1 t. flax seeds
1 ½ T. corn starch
1 t. garlic powder
1 t. onion powder
¼ t. basil
¼ t. oregano
1 t. real salt
2 c. water
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ravishingrecipesandhealthfacts.blogspot.com/2017/01/
hard-facts-about-soft-drinks.html
reneesravishingrecipesandhealthfacts.blogspot.com/2017/01/snacking.html
Email Address: rrbushor93@verizon.net
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(Continued from page 2)

basically to be bedridden until further examination could be performed by specialists. I
ignored all of their advice; threw away the
pills; and went for my
daily walks while pushing a two year old in a
stroller in a not-so-level
environment, living on
a mountain. Pushing
through the pain, I basically listened to what
my body told me was
the limit, all the while
following God's health
principles. During this
period, I recalled a
number of Ellen White
quotes stating that
getting out and about
was one of God's methods for healing, along
with water (even ice)
and heat therapy. Yes,
there are God's health
principles that we
coined into the acronym, New Start, but I
am recalling specific
rebukes towards becoming an invalid.
Finally, it was time to
see a specialist approximately three and a half
weeks later due to paperwork problems, otherwise, I would have
been in much sooner.
As I was having conversation with the neurologist, he came to me
stating that he does not
know why I am not paralyzed as revealed even
with the MRI and then
said, "Man, I don't

know what you are doing but keep it up. If I
go in and do anything,
I'm just going to mess
up your progress."
But giving glory to God
and His natural healing
methods and additional
counsel is not the only
reason for sharing. It
goes back to the 'life
passing before one's
eyes'. If we think we
can dabble with sin yet
think that we still have
time before probation
closes, think again! Besides, if our attitude is
to dabble in sin until
the last possible moment, what are we really revealing? Would
we not reveal that we
love sin more than obedience and God's righteous ways? Would we
not reveal a legalistic
relationship with God?
"Hey God, I obeyed
here at the end, therefore I deserve to be in
Heaven!" Nonsense.
We shall be in Heaven
by God's grace but "not
the hearers of the law
[are] just before God,

but the doers of the law
shall be justified" (Romans 2:13).
So, seeing that a lifechanging experience
can happen without
notice, are you ready to
have your life close at
any given moment in
time?
But let us get our eyes
even off the serious
matter of salvation for
ourselves and onto others. Do you not know
that God wants to be
able to use us to win
souls? By playing
around with sin and not
being so serious about
overcoming it, God
cannot bless our witnessing efforts. And not
being available for God
to use us to spread the
gospel because we are
so busying with supposedly overcoming
our own sins is selfishness. So, are you even
in a condition to be
used of God?
"And if it seem evil unto
you to serve the LORD,
choose you this day

NEED A RECEIPT?
We will be happy to provide you with a receipt
but please indicate that you would like to
receive one. Many give without claiming it on
their taxes. Personally, I would so as to have
more to give. But for us to mail a receipt to
those that do not use such would be a waste of
God’s funds. So do not hesitate to ask, and
even if you already gave, we have record of it,
so if you still want a receipt, just ask.
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whom ye will serve;
whether the gods which
your fathers served
that [were] on the other side of the flood, or
the gods of the Amorites, in whose land ye
dwell: but as for me
and my house, we will
serve the
LORD" (Joshua 24:15).

Rewording it for personal application, "And
if it seem evil unto you
to serve the LORD,
choose you this day
whom ye will serve;
whether sin and selfishness that so many
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Christians serve and
that you compare yourselves with: but as for

me and my house, we
will serve the LORD."


REMOVE ME!
Still receiving this publication and simply taking
it to the trash can?
Please be kind and let us know so we do not
continue to bother you. No questions asked.
Thank you.
Mail To:
Four Angels Messages, PO Box 301, Boiling
Springs, PA 17007
E-mail: info@fourangelsmessages.com
Phone: (717) 460-7881
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